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Shape segregation in molecular organisation:
a combined X-ray scattering and molecular
dynamics study of smectic liquid crystals†
Mark T. Sims,

‡ Laurence C. Abbott, John W. Goodby and John N. Moore

*

Temperature-dependent X-ray scattering studies have been carried out on 4-undecyloxy-40 -cyanobiphenyl
(11OCB) and 4-(12,12-dimethyltridecyloxy)-40 -cyanobiphenyl (t-Bu-11OCB) in the smectic A phase, from which
their layer spacings and translational order parameters were obtained. Marked diﬀerences between the layer
structures of the two compounds were demonstrated, showing that the addition of the t-Bu group results in a
higher translational order parameter and wider layer spacing for t-Bu-11OCB than 11OCB. Fully atomistic MD
simulations of both compounds run for 41000 ns demonstrated the spontaneous formation of smectic
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mesophases from isotropic starting geometries, and experimental trends in order parameters and absolute
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and the alkyl tail-groups exhibit interdigitation in the simulated smectic phases of both compounds, and the
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segregation eﬀect arising from the addition of the bulky t-Bu end-group to the alkyl chain.

layer spacings were shown to be replicated well. Further analysis showed that both the aromatic head-groups
diﬀerence in the layer structures between 11OCB and t-Bu-11OCB could be attributed mainly to a shape

Introduction
Smectic liquid crystal phases are characterised as those that
exhibit both orientational and translational order, i.e. molecules
within the phase have a tendency to align along a preferred
orientation and also to self-organise into diﬀuse layers. The
potential applications of smectic phases are widespread, and
they may be found in a number of diﬀerent types of display
devices,1–3 which can offer differing and in many cases favourable properties compared with more conventional devices based
on nematic liquid crystal phases. As with any liquid crystal
device, the tuning of the properties of the materials used within
these devices is crucial to optimise their performance.
Of the subclasses of smectic phases, the simplest is the uniaxial
smectic A (SmA) phase, in which the molecules organise into layers
with layer-normal vectors coincident with the preferred molecular
orientation. The smectic A phase has received significant attention
because of the ability to use it in ion-doped systems to produce
bistable displays that act in light-scattering mode,4–6 and also in
flexible displays.7,8 In the context of display applications, the chiral
smectic C (SmC*) phase, in which the molecules are tilted with
respect to the layer normals, is perhaps the most studied because it
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may exhibit ferroelectric behaviour under suitable confinement
conditions, enabling rapid switching of the molecular orientations
to give extremely fast response times.9 Although compounds
exhibiting SmA and SmC* phases may both be found in commercial displays, there are material properties that limit their
use. For example, defect-free domains are typically required in
optical devices,10 and layer instabilities are problematic for many
applications of SmC* materials.11 Additionally in SmA devices,
the nature of the layer structure has a large impact on the
conductivity anisotropy of ion-doped systems, influencing their
threshold switching voltages.12 Hence, a detailed understanding
of the relationship between the structures of the constituent
molecules and the layer structures within smectic phases is vital
to overcoming issues with defect formation and performance in
smectic devices.13,14 Furthermore, understanding the response of
the layer structure to external forces is crucial for the development
of practical flexible displays.15
A significant amount of research has been carried out with
the aim of optimising smectic materials for display applications, and in particular the eﬀects of molecular structure on
smectic phase stability and layer formation have been studied.
One particular area of interest has been the influence of bulky
end-groups, and a whole range of diﬀerent eﬀects have been
reported. For example, an early study of chlorosilane-terminated
liquid crystals proposed that the bulky polar end-groups favour
smectic mesophases when compared with their alkyl-terminated
analogues,16 but later studies suggested that smectic phases are
destabilised by the addition of epoxy17 and halogen18 end-groups.
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Phenoxy end-groups have been reported to suppress SmC phases,19
and the positions of fluorine substituents on phenoxy end-groups
have been shown to influence the relative stabilities of the SmA and
SmC phases.20 In some cases, bulky non-polar end-groups have
been proposed to preclude liquid-crystalline phases16 and weaken
interlayer interactions21 due to their volume, but other studies have
suggested that such groups may increase the temperature range
over which the SmA phase is stable,18 or enhance the stability of the
SmC phase over the SmA phase.22 It has also been reported that
SmC stabilisation by bulky non-polar groups may only occur if the
bulky group is not too large.23 This range of eﬀects arising from
altering the steric and electrostatic properties of the end-groups
illustrates the complexity in terms of phase structure and behaviour
arising from relatively subtle changes in molecular structure, and
demonstrates a need for improved understanding of structure–
property relationships in this field.
Perhaps the most studied and well understood class of
smectic liquid crystals is that of the interdigitated SmAd phase
formed by cyanobiphenyl molecules, in which there is significant overlap of molecules between the layers. The driving force
for the formation of this phase has been attributed primarily to
the dichotomy of the molecules, which favours self-association
of the polarizable, polar cyanobiphenyl groups and of the nonpolar aliphatic chains, resulting in chemically distinct regions
in the layers.24 This separation on a molecular scale is termed
nanosegregation, and it is the nature of this eﬀect that determines the exact structure of the phases exhibited by these
compounds. The favoured antiparallel molecular configuration
of neighbouring molecules combined with nanosegregation
enables material properties such as the layer spacing of ca.
1.4 times the molecular length in cyanobiphenyl compounds to
be rationalised.25
The influence of bulky end-groups on the properties of the
smectic phases of cyanobiphenyls has been studied, with much
work focusing on bulky siloxane end-groups.26 These groups
have been reported to promote layer formation, and this eﬀect has
been attributed primarily to the additional chemical incompatibility
of the siloxane groups with both the aliphatic and aromatic
regions of the molecules.26,27 This reported three-way chemical
incompatibility has been widely used to explain phase behaviour
and material properties of siloxane-terminated cyanobiphenyls,28–33
such as their small degree of out-of-layer fluctuations.34 One of the
primary reasons these compounds have been studied is the favourable threshold switching voltages and response times of mixtures
comprising these compounds in devices.35 Molecular theories of
these materials based on nanosegregation promoting translational
order have also been developed.36
However, this additional chemically driven nanosegregation
in liquid crystals with bulky siloxane end-groups has been
called into question as a result of similar properties being
exhibited by mesogens with bulky alkyl end-groups,18,37 suggesting
that steric eﬀects may be dominant. Although steric interactions
were thought to be important in early work on siloxanes, these
interactions were not considered to be the driving force behind the
formation and properties of their smectic phases.26 It appears that
some of the discussion of nanosegregation within low molecular
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weight liquid crystals may originate from segregation in di-block
copolymers comprising aromatic and siloxane units;27,38 however,
in compounds of low molecular weight these units have been
shown to be miscible,39 and low molecular weight polydimethylsiloxane oligomers have also been shown to be soluble in both
aromatic and aliphatic solvents.40 These apparently conflicting
aspects of interpretation and observed behaviour raise questions
over whether the material properties of siloxane-substituted
liquid-crystalline systems originate primarily from the chemical
or the topological properties of the molecules.
The range of eﬀects reported for bulky end-groups, polar
end-groups, and potentially chemically incompatible end-groups
demonstrates a high degree of complexity in rationalising the
properties of smectic phases, and raises fundamental questions
relating to the driving forces of self-organisation. Quantitative
conclusions at an atomic level are not readily obtained from
experimental studies, but would provide an important route
towards understanding the subtleties of self-organisation processes and ultimately to designing smectic materials with specific properties.
Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations provide a potential
route towards such atomic-level understanding, and unitedatom and fully-atomistic molecular dynamics simulations of
thermotropic liquid crystals are becoming increasingly widespread as computational power increases and force-fields are
developed and improved. The nematic phase has been the
subject of many of these studies due to its relative simplicity,
and research has typically focused on replicating and rationalising many experimental observables such as orientational
order parameters, transition temperatures, densities, diﬀusion
coeﬃcients, molecular conformations and molecular associations.41–44 Simulations of smectic phases provide a significantly
greater challenge than nematic phases, largely as a result of the
long-range translational order they exhibit, which preferably
requires correspondingly large simulations that result in long computation times. Early united-atom and fully-atomistic simulations
of smectic phases were therefore limited to o10 ns simulations of
up to ca. 100 molecules,45–48 providing only limited information
on the smectic phase structure. The more recent ability to
simulate larger systems of up to a few thousand molecules has
prompted investigations into a wide range of systems exhibiting
smectic phases, such as semi-fluorinated alkanes,49,50 azobenzenecontaining moieties,51 and large aromatic species such as
sexithiophene52,53 and quinquephenyl.54
A significant focus of MD studies has also been on force field
parameterisation and verification, most commonly for the
ubiquitous cyanobiphenyl-based liquid crystals, enabling
experimental transition temperatures, orientational order parameters, and translational order parameters of the smectic
phases to be replicated.43,55–60 Force-fields that have been
parameterised for specific families of liquid-crystalline compounds unsurprisingly tend to replicate experimental properties somewhat better than general force fields, but depending
on the method of parameterisation this may be at the significant cost of losing transferability to other families of compounds, limiting their use in a predictive context. Conversely,
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general force fields are typically less capable of predicting
absolute experimental values, but nevertheless may successfully
predict experimental trends, providing a valuable predictive
method for tuning properties. Recently, adjustments to the
General Amber Force Field (GAFF) have been shown to give a
significant improvement in the prediction of transition temperatures, potentially providing a general atomistic force field suitable for the simulation of liquid crystal phases.61
In this work, our aim was to investigate the role of steric eﬀects
in the self-organisation of smectic liquid crystals through a combination of experimental X-ray scattering studies and fully atomistic
MD simulations. As described above, much of the work on
cyanobiphenyl compounds with bulky end-groups has focused on
siloxane-containing moieties, but a comparison between alkyl- and
siloxane-terminated molecules would not readily provide a
distinction between chemically driven and sterically driven
eﬀects. Furthermore, molecules containing silicon may currently
present a challenge for MD simulations because relatively little
parameterisation has been carried out to date for siliconcontaining species. In this work, we therefore chose to study two
alkyl-terminated cyanobiphenyl compounds; one straight-chain
compound (11OCB) and one with a bulky tertiary-butyl end-group
(t-Bu-11OCB), as shown in Fig. 1, which are both known to exhibit
only SmA mesophases with similar clearing points, but with
significantly diﬀerent layer spacings.18 A study of these two
compounds essentially enables an assessment of the eﬀect of
adding a bulky end-group, and its role in determining the
structure of the smectic phase.
We initially present results of temperature-dependent X-ray
scattering experiments on the materials, enabling a quantitative characterisation of the SmA phases in terms of their layer
spacings and translational order parameters. We then present
and analyse fully-atomistic molecular dynamics simulations of
the two systems, which provide direct comparisons with the
experimental data that enable the observed diﬀerences in
material properties of these two compounds to be rationalised.

Methods
The syntheses of 11OCB and t-Bu-11OCB have been reported
previously.18

Paper

2D X-ray scattering experiments were performed using a
Bruker D8 Discover X-ray diﬀractometer (l = 1.5406 Å) with a
2048  2048 pixel Bruker VANTEC 500 area detector and a
custom-built graphite furnace for temperature control (0.1 K).
Samples were held in borosilicate glass capillaries (0.9 mm
outer-diameter) and all scattering patterns were obtained using
180 s scans on cooling of the unaligned samples, with some
data recorded in the supercooled regions below the melting
points of the compounds. Integrated scattering intensities were
fitted using R,62 and distances determined from X-ray scattering
were defined as l/2 sin y.
Fully atomistic molecular dynamics simulations were performed using GROMACS 5.1.2,63–69 employing the General Amber
Force Field70 with modifications reported for liquid crystal
molecules.61 Initial topologies were produced using AmberTools
1471,72 and converted into formats compatible with GROMACS
using Acpype.73 Atomic charges were determined using the RESP
method74 for structures optimised at the B3LYP/6-31G(d) level75,76
using the Gaussian 09 software package.77
Simulations were run using 2 fs steps, with periodic boundary
conditions, and with all bonds constrained at their equilibrium
lengths using the LINCS algorithm.78 Trajectory frames were
recorded every 50 ps. The temperature of each system was
controlled using a Nosé–Hoover thermostat79,80 and a pressure
of 1 bar was maintained using anisotropic Parrinello–Rahman
pressure coupling,81,82 enabling the relative dimensions of the
simulation box to vary during each simulation. A van der Waals
cut-off of 1.2 nm was employed, and long-range electrostatic
interactions were calculated by using the Particle Mesh Ewald
method,83 also with a cut-off of 1.2 nm.
Initial gas-phase density lattices of 1008 molecules were
constructed with random head–tail molecular orientations
before being compressed over ca. 70 ps to a liquid-phase density,
resulting in the essentially isotropic starting geometries for the
simulations reported here. This method ensured that little of
the original order was maintained, providing confidence in the
thermodynamic stability of the ordered phases that formed in
the simulations reported here.
Second-rank orientational order parameters, P2, were calculated for each trajectory frame as 2  the middle eigenvalue of
the ordering tensor, Qab,61 defined by eqn (1),42,84 where N is
the number of molecules, j is the molecule number in the
simulation, a and b represent the Cartesian x, y and z axes, d is
the Kronecker delta, and a is the component of the principal
molecular axis vector defined in the text. The director at each
frame was defined as the eigenvector associated with the largest
eigenvalue of the ordering tensor.
Qab ¼

Fig. 1 Structures, names and phase-sequences of the compounds studied in this work.18
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N
1X
3aja ajb  dab
2
N j¼1

(1)

For each trajectory frame, the layer normal was defined using a
method described in the literature,85,86 and was obtained by
diagonalising a tensor of local layer normals generated from all
N molecules, using an equation equivalent to eqn (1) but with
the component of the local layer normal l replacing a. The local
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layer normal at each molecule was determined by selecting a
suitable reference position within the molecule, defined in
the text, generating a plane by an RMS fit centred on that point
and including all equivalent points in other molecules within a
cut-oﬀ distance of 1 nm, and then calculating the vector normal
to this plane.
The MD trajectories were visualised using VMD v1.9.387 and
Paraview v4.4.0.88

values between 0 for a system with no translational order, and 1 for a
system that exhibits perfect layers. The expression given for the
translational order parameter in eqn (2) was derived by Leadbetter,90
relating it to the integrated intensity I(T) of the X-ray peak at
temperature T and the theoretical integrated intensity, I0, that would
be obtained from a perfectly layered configuration.

Experimental results

One reported analysis method assumes a power-law dependence
of the translational order parameter on the reduced temperature of
the system, as given by eqn (3), where b is the order parameter
exponent and Tc is the superheating limit of the SmA phase in
kelvin, and the temperature-dependence of I is given by eqn (4).91
Fitting the experimental integrated intensities versus temperature to
eqn (4) enables b, Tc and I0 to be determined, hence enabling t to be
determined from eqn (2).


T b
t¼ 1
(3)
Tc

Layer spacings
Plots of X-ray scattering intensity against distance are shown
across a range of temperatures for both compounds in Fig. 2,
along with the layer spacings, d, corresponding to the associated
intensity maxima. These results demonstrate that 11OCB has a
significantly smaller layer spacing, of ca. 3.7 nm, than that of
t-Bu-11OCB, for which the layer-spacing is ca. 4.3–4.4 nm. Both
compounds exhibit some contraction of the layer spacing with
increasing temperature, and this effect is more pronounced for
t-Bu-11OCB than for 11OCB. These observations are consistent
with previous reported values and trends,18 which were attributed to the way in which the bulky end-groups are incorporated
into the aliphatic region of the smectic layers.
Order parameters
The translational order parameter, t, provides a means of
quantifying translational order in a system,89 and may take

t2 ¼

IðTÞ
I0



T 2b
IðTÞ ¼ I0 1 
Tc

(2)

(4)

The translational order parameters obtained here by this
method are plotted against temperature in Fig. 3, and further
details, including plots showing the fits and the fitted values, are
given in the ESI.† The translational order parameter values of up
to 0.78 obtained here for 11OCB are comparable to reported
values derived from experimental data for 8OCB, whereas the
values of up to 0.89 obtained here for t-Bu-11OCB are significantly higher than those reported for many compounds.91,92
Bulk alignment of the samples was not readily achieved in
the X-ray capillaries, preventing the determination of experimental orientational order parameters of the compounds in
this work.

Computational results
Fully atomistic molecular dynamics simulations of 1008 molecules of 11OCB and t-Bu-11OCB, respectively, were run at 353 K
(79.85 1C), corresponding to a temperature at which both

Fig. 2 Plots of scattered X-ray intensity against distance for 11OCB and
t-Bu-11OCB with decreasing temperature from red to blue (top). The layer
spacings corresponding to the intensity maxima are shown plotted against
temperature for both compounds (bottom); vertical arrows show the
clearing points of the compounds.18
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Fig. 3 Translational order parameters, t, of 11OCB and t-Bu-11OCB
plotted against temperature. Vertical arrows show the clearing points of
the compounds. Error bars correspond to the ranges from 95% confidence
intervals for the fitted values of I0.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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compounds exhibit the SmA phase experimentally. Each simulation was run for 41000 ns after the phase developed.
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Orientational order parameters
The presence and determination of orientational order is
crucial to confirm the successful simulation of a mesophase.
Orientational order in liquid-crystalline systems is typically
quantified by the second-rank orientational order parameter,
P2, which is defined in eqn (5) in terms of the angle y between
the principal molecular axis of each molecule and the director,
which is the average orientation of the principal molecular axes
of all the molecules, and where the angular brackets denote an
ensemble average. P2 takes values of 0 for an isotropic system,
and 1 for a system of perfectly ordered molecules.89
P2 ¼




3 cos2 y  1
2

(5)

For meaningful results and comparisons, the choice of the
principal molecular axis is an important consideration.93 Our
recent simulations have indicated that the surface tensor axis
may provide a good approximation of the most aligned molecular axis for cyanobiphenyl and other molecules, but this
approach is computationally expensive and was considered
prohibitive for the relatively large, long simulations presented
here. A more usual and computationally less expensive
approach in MD studies is to define the principal molecular
axis as either that of the minimum moment of inertia (MOI), or
as a vector between two atoms along the rigid core of each
molecule.42,44,94 In the studies reported here, the presence of
the heavy tertiary-butyl end-group of t-Bu-11OCB means that
the minimum MOI axis of this compound will be more influenced by the chain conformation than that of 11OCB. Hence,
for the purpose of making a clear comparison using an axis that
is consistent between these two molecules, we chose the vector
between the N and O atoms as the principal molecular axis. The
second-rank orientational order parameters of these axes during the simulations are presented in Fig. 4, which shows that
the order for 11OCB develops over ca. 100 ns from the start of
the simulation, whereas the order develops over a much longer
time of ca. 1000 ns for t-Bu-11OCB and its onset does not occur
until ca. 300 ns after the start of the simulation. Firm conclusions on the reasons for this diﬀerence cannot be drawn from
these plots alone, but they do suggest that there are significant
diﬀerences in the self-assembly of the phases arising from the
presence of the additional t-Bu group in t-Bu-11OCB. The
orientational order is maintained at a consistent value after it
develops in each simulation, confirming the presence of an
ordered phase in each case. The average P2 values of ca. 0.8 for
both compounds are consistent with reported values for 11OCB
determined from birefringence measurements.95
Translational order parameters
The translational order parameter, t, was determined for each
trajectory frame using the expression given in eqn (6),43 where L
is the length of the box used in the analysis. In this expression,

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019

Fig. 4 Orientational order parameters of 11OCB (top) and t-Bu-11OCB
(bottom) vs. time. The average values given in the insets were determined
over the last 1000 ns of each simulation, as shown in black.

z is the position of an identical point within each molecule that
is chosen to represent the molecular position, projected onto
the layer normal, which is the average orientation of the local
layer normals centred on all of the molecules, d is the overall
layer spacing, which is optimised to give the highest value of t
for each trajectory frame, and the angular brackets denote an
ensemble average for that frame.
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
  

   2
2pz
d
2pL 2
2pz
t¼
cos

sin
þ sin
(6)
d
2pL
d
d
For trajectory frames which have a non-uniform crosssectional area of the simulation box along the director, some
correction for this variation must be made prior to calculating
t. In reported work,43 the simulation box was replicated to give
a larger cubic cell, within which a cylinder was defined with its
long axis parallel to the director, giving a sampling region with
uniform cross-section within which the analysis could be
carried out. In the work we report here, each contribution to
the average terms in eqn (6) was simply divided by the normalised cross sectional area of the simulation box perpendicular to
the layer normal at position z, omitting terms for which the
cross-sectional area was o10% of the maximum cross-sectional
area for the trajectory frame, for which the influence of the
correction becomes very large.
Previous studies calculating smectic order parameters from
MD simulations have typically used the molecular centre of
mass to define the molecular position.43,56,57 For a perfectly
layered configuration of identically aligned molecules, the
translational order parameter and layer spacing should be
invariant with respect to how the molecular position is defined,
providing it is consistent between molecules. However, in some
systems, particularly those that exhibit the interdigitated SmAd
phase, such as cyanobiphenyls,96 the definition of the molecular position may have a significant influence on the calculated
translational order parameter and calculated layer spacing.
This diﬀerence is shown schematically in Fig. 5, where the
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Fig. 5 Schematic representation of the SmAd phase showing projections
(left and right) on to the layer normal for diﬀerent definitions of the
molecular position (shown as magenta and green dots) and their associated layer spacings, d.

projections (z) of two diﬀerent definitions of the molecular
position are shown for the same molecular configuration,
leading to very diﬀerent projections of the molecular positions
along the layer normal. This diﬀerence is particularly relevant
for a comparison of 11OCB with t-Bu-11OCB, where the bulky
end-group in t-Bu-11OCB results in a centre of mass in a
diﬀerent position relative to the aromatic core in comparison
with that of 11OCB. In this work, the C4 0 biphenyl carbon atom,
to which the CN group is attached, was found to be the atom in
the aromatic region of the molecule with the highest translational order parameter in both systems and it was used to
define the molecular positions to calculate the layer normals
and values of t.
The translational order parameters of the C4 0 biphenyl
atoms along with the associated layer spacings calculated for
each trajectory frame are shown in Fig. 6, showing that the
translational order in both simulations increases from initial t
values of o0.1 to values of 0.15 and 0.54 for 11OCB and t-Bu11OCB, respectively, determined as averages over the last 1000
ns of each simulation, respectively. Both simulated systems
were characterised as SmA phases by analysing the calculated
angle between the director and the layer normal for each frame
of each simulation, as discussed in the ESI.†
The t value obtained for 11OCB is very close to that of ca.
0.14 reported for united-atom simulations of 8CB,43 but both
are much lower than the respective values derived from experimental data. The significant discrepancy reported between
calculated and experimentally derived translational order parameters has been discussed in some detail previously, and has
been ascribed to the approximations necessarily applied in
deriving the values from experimental data,43 such as the
extrapolation to a hypothetical structure at absolute zero represented by eqn (4).91
It can be seen from Fig. 6 that, after the phase has developed, the translational order parameter of t-Bu-11OCB is more

Soft Matter

Fig. 6 Translational order parameters, t, and layer spacings, d, determined at each trajectory frame of the MD simulations for 11OCB (top) and
t-Bu-11OCB (bottom) at 353 K. Experimental values of d are shown from
the closest temperatures at which the X-ray scattering patterns were
recorded (353.65 K).

consistent over the course of the simulation than that of
11OCB. This consistency is likely to be attributable, at least in
part, to the higher translational order parameter of t-Bu-11OCB,
which demonstrates a better defined layer structure that may
be less susceptible to fluctuations. This consistency is reflected
more strongly in the associated layer spacings of the phases,
also shown in Fig. 6, and the contrast in layer structures
between the simulations is evident from the snapshots of the
equilibrated configurations shown in Fig. 7. The average values
of the calculated layer spacings of 3.76 nm and 4.58 nm for
11OCB and t-Bu-11OCB, respectively, provide a very close match
with the experimental values, with diﬀerences of 0.07 nm and
0.27 nm from the measured values of 3.69 nm and 4.31 nm.
This match between the calculated and experimental layer
spacings further supports the conclusions discussed above,
that diﬀerences between calculated and experimental translational order parameters may arise from the respective methods
used to obtain them.
The close match between the experimental and calculated
layer spacings, as well as the match between the trends in the
experimental and calculated translational order parameters of
these compounds, demonstrates the success of the simulations

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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Fig. 7 Snapshots of the simulations of 11OCB at 650 ns (left) and t-Bu-11OCB
at 2000 ns (right), each shown at a time after equilibration has occurred and
with the layer normal oriented vertically. The purple cylinders representing
the molecules are drawn between the nitrogen and oxygen atoms, and the
boundaries of the simulation boxes are shown in black.

in replicating the general nature of the physical properties of
these smectic A phases. The MD trajectories therefore provide a
dataset with which the driving forces giving rise to the marked
diﬀerences in material properties exhibited by these compounds may be assessed.
Molecular interdigitation
Populations of atoms within the 11OCB and t-Bu-11OCB molecules
along the layer normals were determined for 50 ns windows of each
simulation. This analysis window was chosen because the population maxima (i.e. layer positions) in both simulations were found to
vary by o0.2 nm along the respective layer normals, which is small
compared with the layer spacings of ca. 4 nm, and thus represents a
timescale without significant eﬀects arising from translation of the
layers within the simulation box while also providing suﬃcient
data for meaningful analysis. The relative populations of the
C40 biphenyl (head-group) atoms used for the translational order
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parameter determination, and of the terminal C11 or C13 alkyl (tailgroup) atoms of the aliphatic chains, are plotted as black lines in
Fig. 8. For both 11OCB and t-Bu-11OCB, the populations of these
head-group and tail-group atoms are shown to be out of phase,
demonstrating the presence of distinct aromatic and aliphatic
regions along the layer normals. In comparison with 11OCB, the
populations for t-Bu-11OCB show sharper peaks with larger amplitudes and greater peak-to-peak separations, along with minima
that approach zero between the peaks, all of which is consistent
with its higher calculated translational order parameter and wider
layer spacing discussed in the previous section. Hence, these
plots clearly demonstrate the greater degree of nanosegregation
for t-Bu-11OCB than 11OCB.
Fig. 8 also shows separate plots for molecules pointing ‘‘up’’
(i.e. the vector between the C and N atoms of the CN group has
a positive projection on to the layer normal, given by the z-axis),
and for molecules pointing ‘‘down’’. These plots enable an
assessment of the degrees of interdigitation of the molecules
from the relative overlaps of the population peaks arising from
the up and down molecules.
For the head-group atoms of both 11OCB and t-Bu-11OCB
there is little diﬀerence in the positions of the up and down
molecules along the layer normals, demonstrating that there is
a significant degree of interdigitation of the aromatic headgroups in both of the simulations. This similarity between the
simulations suggests that the nature of the aromatic regions
within the layer structures formed by the two compounds is
comparable, and therefore that it is unlikely to contribute
significantly to the diﬀerences in the observed properties of
the compounds.
In the case of the tail-group atoms of 11OCB, the relative
oﬀsets of the projections of up and down molecules show that
there is again little diﬀerence between the populations of the
up and down molecules, which are comparable to those of the

Fig. 8 Relative populations along the layer normal, z, of head-group and tail-group atoms for 11OCB and t-Bu-11OCB, calculated in the middle 50 ns of
the analysis period of each simulation (725–775 ns and 1975–2025 ns, respectively) and generated with 0.2 nm bin-widths. Black lines show the positions
for all molecules, whereas red and blue lines represent molecules pointing up and down, respectively. The z-projection was defined as zero at the centre
of the simulation box and population scales are consistent between plots.
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Fig. 9 Views of the final frames of the simulations of 11OCB (left) and
t-Bu-11OCB (right). Terminal alkyl carbon atoms (C11 and C13, respectively) are shown as spheres, and the next four carbon atoms in the chains
are also displayed, as shown in bold on the structures (bottom). Up and
down molecules are coloured red and blue, respectively.

aromatic head-group atoms. By contrast, the tail-group atoms
of t-Bu-11OCB show populations of the up and down molecules
that are clearly oﬀset along the z-axis, indicating that the degree
of interdigitation is far lower. This diﬀerence suggests that the
inter-layer boundary between oppositely oriented molecules is
much better defined for t-Bu-11OCB than for 11OCB in the
aliphatic regions, and a diﬀerent degree of interdigitation in
these regions is also clear from views of the final frame of each
simulation given in Fig. 9, in which only the ends of the alkyl
chains of the molecules are shown.
For a given definition of the molecular (reference) position, the
layer positions may be defined by the population maxima of these
molecular positions along the layer normal, as shown by the
maxima of the black curves in Fig. 8, and the number of molecules
within each layer is given by the total population between the two
respective minima along the layer normal. Interdigitation may be
defined as occurring when a molecule that is pointing ‘‘up’’ has its
reference position below this defined layer position, or when a
molecule that is pointing ‘‘down’’ has its reference position above
the defined layer position. The degree of interdigitation may then
be quantified as the percentage of molecules that show such
interdigitation across all the molecules (and layers) in the simulation box. Using this definition, systems that exhibit no overlap of
molecular positions corresponding to ‘‘up’’ and ‘‘down’’ molecules
within each layer would yield a value of 0%, whereas systems in
which all the molecules have their reference positions located
beyond those of opposite orientation within each layer would yield
a value of 100%, as shown schematically in Fig. 10.
The simulations here give the degree of interdigitation
for the head-group atoms as 49% for 11OCB and 50% for
t-Bu-11OCB, demonstrating significant interdigitation that is
very similar between the two materials. For the tail-group
atoms, the degree of interdigitation is 47% for 11OCB, similar
to that for the head groups of both molecules, whereas it is only
28% for t-Bu-11OCB, demonstrating a significantly lower
degree of interdigitation at this this end of the molecule.
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Fig. 10 Schematic representation of quantified molecular interdigitation
within smectic layers comprising antiparallel molecules, with the dot
indicating the position within the molecule chosen to define the molecular
(reference) position.

The carbon atoms comprising the alkyl chains in the two
simulations all have the same Lennard-Jones parameters and
the sum of the charges of the atoms comprising the end-groups
(–CH2–CH2–CH3 and –CH2–CH2–tBu) are within 0.009 between
the two molecules. Therefore the tendency of the t-Bu groups to
separate into discrete layers cannot be attributed to chemical
inequivalence, and the significant difference in the nature of
the self-organisation of these compounds must therefore be
driven by the difference in molecular shape.
The influence of the shape of the bulky end-group in lowering the degree of interdigitation and stabilising the layer
structure observed here also provides a consistent picture with
the experimental properties reported for cyanobiphenyls with
bulky siloxane end-groups, as discussed in the introduction.
The marked diﬀerence observed and rationalised here, which is
attributable to a relatively modest diﬀerence in molecular
shape, potentially resolves the apparent contradiction between
the miscibility of siloxanes with hydrocarbons and their nanosegregation in liquid-crystalline phases.
The separation of the terminal alkyl groups into better defined
layers in t-Bu-11OCB than 11OCB may also provide a rationale for
the greater temperature dependence of the layer spacing in t-Bu11OCB than 11OCB, shown in Fig. 2. In both compounds, the alkyl
chains may be expected to favour elongated trans conformations as
the temperature is reduced, increasing the average molecular
lengths. In the case of 11OCB, the small increase in layer spacing
on lowering the temperature may arise from any elongation being
largely oﬀset by further interdigitation of the chains. For t-Bu11OCB, the larger increase in layer spacing on lowering the
temperature may arise from a lower capacity for interdigitation
of the bulky t-Bu groups to oﬀset any elongation of the chains.
The values quantifying the degrees of interdigitation presented above may also be of significance in the context of the
traditional classification of smectic phases, in which the SmAd
phase is typically considered to comprise layers of paired
interdigitated molecules.24 In considering such phases there
is a tendency to consider a ‘‘unit cell’’ as comprising only
complete molecules, resulting by necessity in there only being
one end of the molecule interdigitated, as shown schematically
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Fig. 11 Schematic illustration of SmAd phases showing ‘‘unit cells’’ comprising whole molecules showing interdigitation of only one end of the
molecules (a and b), and showing interdigitation of both ends of the
molecules (c). The layer spacing, d, is the same for each representation.

by assemblies (a) and (b) in Fig. 11. Indeed, many studies of
cyanobiphenyl compounds have used such models to explain the
observed molecular spacing, where either the cyanobiphenyl units
or the alkyl chains have been shown to be interdigitated between
layers.25,97–100 The results presented in this work suggest that
significant interdigitation may potentially occur between both ends
of the molecules, as proposed Leadbetter et al in an early model,101
and as shown schematically by assembly (c) in Fig. 11, and it is the
specific structures of these molecular assemblies that underpin the
structure of the phase.
In this work, we have shown how the layer structure may be
controlled by the size and shape of the alkyl end-group. In
general, it would seem that interdigitation may be controlled by
interactions between the polar aromatic groups in neighbouring
layers and also by interactions between aliphatic chains in
neighbouring layers, enabling the properties of layer structures
to be tuned through chemically dominated or shape dominated
interactions that can be modified at either end of the molecules.
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into more discrete layers, and this eﬀect is attributed here to
the bulky shape of the tertiary-butyl group. The underlying
driving force for these diﬀerences may be considered to be the
layer structure accommodating the molecules in a way that
maximises the packing eﬃciency of the system, thus minimising
the free volume;37 whether this eﬀect is primarily enthalpic,
driven by favourable interactions between the molecules, or
primarily entropic, driven by the maximisation of the number
of accessible states of the system, is the subject of future work.
The eﬀect of bulky end-groups reducing the degree of chain
interdigitation may be important to a wide range of materials, given
the variety of compounds that have been reported to show behaviour
that is similar to those studied here.18 The results of these simulations also provide strong support for many of the conclusions drawn
from experimental work on both these compounds and other
smectic materials,18 showing that the organisation of molecules in
the interfaces between the non-polar end-groups is crucial to the
nature of the phases formed. The steric eﬀect demonstrated in this
work may be expected to be present for any smectic or similar selforganising material comprising molecules with bulky end-groups,
and therefore the favourable material properties reported for compounds such as cyanobiphenyls with bulky siloxane end-groups may
potentially be exhibited by a wider range of molecules. This potential
may provide the opportunity for the rational shape-based design of
mesogens with more diverse structural units than those conventionally associated with nanosegregation driven by chemical eﬀects,
whilst still retaining favourable material properties.
More generally, the MD studies reported here provide an
understanding of the quantitative structure–property relationship
at an atomic and molecular level that may open a pathway to the
nanoscale engineering of compounds with improved material
properties. Such computational studies may be expected to provide
an increasingly accessible way of assessing the influence of molecular features on the bulk properties of functional materials.
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